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Abstract—Software development remains complex, expensive and risky. Thus, the need for reusability has become obvious. Through reusability web developers/engineers can save countless hours and millions of dollars in development cost. Object-oriented (OO) framework mechanism provides a new vehicle for reuse and enables web engineers to customize or reuse various aspects in web engineering such as customizing one or more elements of user interface, automatically generate event handlers, data handlers or related data elements based on changes made by them. The OO framework mechanism includes tags and scripts that predefine some generic web application activities and a common programming interface for generating a framework customization environment. This study provides a novel solution to produce high quality web applications within a shortest development timeframe through the means of customization, reusability, extensibility and flexibility. At the end, this study will conduct a comprehensive evaluation on the proposed OO framework. Building on previous works, this study emphasized the reuse of design, code and testing as a tool to uncover strengths and weaknesses of the OO framework for dynamic web engineering.

Index Terms—Object-oriented framework, software reusability, software customization, web application design, component-based software engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION

Object-oriented based web engineering is a relatively immature area of software engineering. Web application development is different from traditional software development as it focuses on visual creativity [1]. Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE) including analysis, design, implementation, testing and documentation enables web engineers to repeat development phases and avoid potential failure in the fast changing landscape of the current ubiquitous web. This revolution in the software industry is making it easier for software engineers to write, distribute and extend software packages, and has also made a significant impact to software engineers working in industrial web applications.

In the past several years, many industrial web application software have been developed. Unfortunately, most of them were procedure-oriented, thus making them unsuitable for reuse and customization effectively as well as becoming more and more complicated. Considering this, efforts have been made to push legacy system software into the new OO technology development. There are many repeated works in this development, particularly in the design phase [2]. An approach is needed to achieve reusability, extensibility and reliability in web application development; only then web engineers/developers can reuse design as well as implementation. The need for software reuse has become evident because complex software remains difficult to implement, expensive to develop and risky to maintain. The idea behind reuse is not to develop anything that already exists, but just reuse it. This will lead to shortened development time, reduced complexity, increased productivity, extensibility and reliability of web applications [3]. Web engineers do not need to know how or when they have to call a function, the framework does it itself. The communication between components inside a framework is already defined and web engineers do not need to be concerned about it [4].

Framework-based software development significantly improves productivity, faster development and reduces complexity. Most of the projects fail because of poor design and quality of framework, developers and project management issues. Therefore, it is worthwhile to investigate current problems in application framework development and search for new solutions. Key factors that must be considered during OO application framework design and development include complexity of classes, complexity of object collaboration, difficulties in using framework and lack of clarity of requirements.

One of the most effective solutions to obtain reusable and extensible development is object-oriented application framework. Major goals of object-oriented technology (OOT) are abstraction, modularity and reusability of code by introducing standard interface, inheritance and component-based development. Class libraries provide well-defined and tested reusable components, but this mainly implies reuse of code and little reuse of analysis and design. To increase the potential for reuse, this study proposed object-oriented application framework as a web application development solution to overcome the above mentioned problems of dynamic web engineering.

II. MOTIVATION

According to Hevner [5], currently web engineers face three intractable problems—domain/system complexity, increased development time and cost. It is agreed that complexity is an ever-present barrier in software development, customization, flexibility and reliability issues. This is due to the buildup of low-level details and the complex relationships among them that quickly exceed understanding by web engineers. Today’s web engineers have no effective means to determine the full functional and non-functional behavior of program written by them or
others. Furthermore, no testing process, no matter how systematic, can it validate the full behavior of program in all circumstances of use. The predictable result is that developed web applications are often fielded with unforeseen errors and vulnerabilities that no amount of trying harder can prevent. The problem is closely related to complexity which drives development time and cost, besides destroying modularity and reducing software quality [5]. As a result, web engineers, developers and programmers require a great deal of development efforts and time to develop today’s web applications to satisfy customers, as well as to fulfill their requirements and delivery on-time. A new object-oriented web application framework is required which will enable more efficient, effective and faster development of reliable web applications with lower cost. Framework development by integrating object-oriented technology (OOT) and component-based development (CBD) for dynamic web engineering could achieve software reuse [6].

For the current literature in software reuse, customization has become evident. Research works have been done in the direction of developing extensible, reusable and customizable dynamic web application framework. Each of them is dealing with a different concern, operating levels of abstraction and degree of formality [7]. It is known that a universal application framework cannot exist due to various concerns, requirements and domains. Model-driven or visual object sharing techniques may be used to answer the need for supporting creation of flexible, extensible, customizable and stakeholder-oriented architecture. A big picture behind the approach to minimize dynamic web application complexity, development time and cost will be presented in this study.

### III. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study are as follows:

- To identify the sources of software complexity in dynamic web engineering in order to achieve reusability, extensibility, modularity and customization of web applications within a shortest development timeframe. This is due to the fact that complexity is the biggest obstacle in software development.
- To design a new application framework to produce extensible software components that support GUI-based dynamic web application framework.
- To make recommendation based on the evaluation of the proposed OO dynamic web application framework through software metrics and case study in the area of supply chain and logistics management.

This study does not judge whether the proposed object-oriented framework is appropriate or not in a financial perspective. However, this study will provide a complete development process for web engineers to develop dynamic web applications. This study will also specify how to reuse, customize web applications through the framework implementation.

### IV. RELATED WORKS

A software framework is a collection of libraries providing a defined API. It is a universal, reusable software platform used to develop applications, products and solutions. The aim of software framework is to facilitate the development process and make easy of software development by allowing software engineers to devote their time to meeting requirements rather than dealing with low-level details. For example, to develop a warehouse management system, web engineers/programmers can focus on the location utilization or distribution process rather than the mechanism of request handling or state management.

In an object-oriented software environment, a framework consists of abstract and concrete classes. It also consists of composing and sub-classing the existing classes [8]. According to Wallace [9], a software framework relies on the Hollywood Principle: “Don’t call us, we’ll call you”. This means that user-defined classes inherit from predefined classes in the framework. Web engineers handle this by implementing superclass abstract methods in a component. By doing so, developers spend less time coding, less debugging and spend more time on value-added development and concentrate on the business specific problems.

According to Carlos and Pedro [3], in OOSE—“an OO framework is a reusable semi-complete application, a set of objects that collaborate to carry out a set of responsibilities for an application system”. The OO framework provides highly effective mechanism (reusability) by utilizing the domain knowledge and effort of experienced software engineers in order to avoid recreating common solutions to current application requirements [10]. Like design patterns, an application framework emphasizes working with a certain domain. While design patterns are smaller and more general units, a framework may use one or more design patterns, but the reverse is never true [20]. Design patterns are descriptions of collaboration between objects and classes that are customized to solve a general design problem in a particular context [11]. The design pattern Model-View-Controller (MVC) is widely used for developing web applications. Design patterns and frameworks help to improve software quality, performance and reduce development time [12].

Fayad et al., [23] mentioned that design patterns are conceptual models that capture core knowledge and concepts of the problems. Knowledge and concepts are presented in abstraction levels that make them reusable whenever the problem occurs. In this paper, they proposed a new approach to use analysis and design patterns to develop a software system. Their approach transforms analysis patterns into a design model by composing the appropriate set of design patterns. The approach can be generalized to transform a collection of analysis patterns into several design components. Then each design component can be developed separately using existing design patterns.

Lee, Thin and Liu [6] introduced problematic issues in software development by conducting a study on Java-based software framework on manufacturing domain system. The research aimed to provide further evidence on how an object-oriented application framework (OOAF) can be used to assist software development to enable large-scale software reuse to reduce cost and time of developing manufacturing domain systems. The research focused on production
management and statistical quality control, two subdomains of the manufacturing domain. In addition, it also presented design pattern as defined by Fayad [13] to implement application framework based on the template method. The idea is to define a template method in a superclass that defines the skeleton of an algorithm, with its varying and unvarying parts. To the extent that this research is exploratory, they provided a unique solution for developing an OO application framework on the manufacturing domain by integration of OOT.

Riehle [15] proposed role modeling for framework design. Role modeling for framework design is an evolutionary extension of class-based modeling framework. This approach enhances class-based modeling with role modeling concepts. In this approach, an object plays roles that are described by role types. An object can play multiple roles, so that the class of that object has several role types. Moreover, objects collaborate for several different purposes called object collaboration tasks; each is described by a role model. “A class model is composed all of relevant role models to describe how instances of its classes collaborate. Describing classes as compositions of role types and class models as compositions of role models reduces class and object collaboration complexity”- as Riehle [15] described. Role types are key to defining the requirements of a framework. A role model provides role types that a framework has to play to make proper use of it.

Laakso and Niemi [16] presented how to evaluate AJAX enabled Java based dynamic web application framework and devise an economical method to conduct scenario-based evaluation. The evaluation was conducted from a limited number of candidates. Their opinion proved that the results of the method they proposed also could be applicable to other projects. Another review proposed a three-step process to determine whether or not a framework is appropriate, and look at the limitations, hooks and the amount of uncertainty in using a framework. Framework evaluation could also be validated with the help of case studies. Riehle [15] presented three case studies that show how framework design works in practice. Each of the case studies validated from a different angle and compared with a traditional class-based framework design.

V. RESEARCH APPROACH

The primary purpose of this study is to propose a novel framework to reduce development time and cost, besides, increasing component reusability, extensibility, modularity and flexibility. In order to do so, it is necessary to identify the processes and evaluation criteria that support the framework. In our approach, there are three main phases such as— theoretic framework, design & development and experimentation & evaluation. This approach is suitable to be applied in developing an OO framework model, where theories or concepts were derived from theoretical findings.

A. Theoretical Framework

Given the broad scope of software framework, a comprehensive study was required to take into account many different aspects of software framework and architecture. This consists of identifying past and current trends and considered the features of software toolkits. Literature review, ideas, issues and problems related to object-oriented framework were collected from books, proceeding, journals, articles, white papers, reports and the Internet. These provided a good foundation of knowledge to understand the most important requirements, definition of the requirements, brief history of the development tools and environments, strength and weaknesses of the framework reuse solutions.

This phase includes two studies— theoretical study and empirical study. The theoretical study focused on three main issues: previous OO frameworks, processes and techniques to design reusable, customizable, extensible and flexible an OO framework to solve the current problems in web application development. The empirical study focused on usability and case study to investigate these elements in the real-life environment and evaluate the framework reliability and performance.

We identified and analyzed the common processes, concepts of software design and evaluation criteria that would be used in the next phases. Additionally, deep analysis on the existing OO frameworks has been carried out. Also the issues related to framework design strategies, reusability and customization mechanisms, guidance and templates that facilitate implementing an OO framework has been investigated. We found that the established OO methodologies do not provide an adequate framework to support design reuse. Besides, they do not provide developers guidelines for navigational and user interface design for dynamic web application development. Therefore, it is important to understand the current practices and problems that are faced by web engineers. This study aims to undertake these problems by introducing a novel mechanism which establishes domain analysis, user interface design reuse, extensibility, flexibility and quality of software products.

B. Design and Development

Creating an effective web application requires some degree of design. To design an application, it involves well understanding of framework process, complexity, techniques and a suitable solution to the problem. It is very difficult to understand the concepts of a software component by reading its specification. Thus, web engineers can only utilize the framework partially and much effort required understanding the given OO framework limitation. To gain full understanding of an object in the component, web engineers must see the object static context, behavior and knowledge of the component. To support this perspective, there are three phases where reusability could be applied— analysis phase, design phase and development phase.

C. Analysis Phase

The analysis phase aims to capture the requirements imposed on the software framework as well as modeling the application. Introducing reuse at the analysis phase has a great impact on software development process. All requirements have to be formulated as general as possible, because too detailed requirements do not map with existing requirements. Analyzing requirements/ features is a good
way to identify potential areas for reuse. It involves understanding of the studied domain, technical knowledge, creation of various alternatives and evaluation of proposed alternative solutions. To increase the suitability for reuse, customization and modularity, this study identified sources of software complexities and described necessary functionalities and performance.

D. Design Phase

Our proposed framework design is modularization based which provides flexibility and comprehensibility in a shortest timeframe. This study divided the design phase into two sub phases—architectural design and framework design. The architectural design aims to define a high-level strategy for solving problems and provides a road map for implementing the solution. In this phase, a unique architectural design has been developed for extensibility, compatibility and flexibility of web application development as shown in Fig. 1(a). System components, functionalities, structural relationships and dynamic interaction among components have been identified to achieve the objectives of this phase. Requirements defined are measurable and can be validated at the evaluation phase. All requirements have been captured from a specific domain (supply chain and logistics management) and its technical environment. New functionalities and innovative user interface features were also proposed in the proposed dynamic web application framework. The framework design consists of two parts—Preliminary design and detailed design. The preliminary design will initialize the generation and exploration of the OO framework design ideas. Detailed design will identify the problems and solutions of the given problems. Therefore, it is important to know what are the solutions already exist and identify the solution suitable to the problem. The detailed design will show the central functionality of the framework. Fig 1(b) shows the preliminary prototype design of the OO application framework.

Design patterns will be used to solve design problems and blueprint for the implementation of the proposed dynamic and interactive web application framework. Design of UI, object collaboration and visual object sharing mechanism will be determined to be reused to produce the desire behavior or robust structure. In this stage, our effort is directed towards visual object sharing mechanism which generate codes, event handling, generic web application scripts so that web engineers/developers can concentrate on the business logic and value-added services.

E. Development Phase

Development of new software components that adapt the OO framework will follow the architectural strategy of the framework as well as adding new library components to the framework. All components in the OO framework will be designed and implemented within the same standards and strategy. Reusing an OO framework is partially done by component reuse that is already defined in the framework. When performing adaptation, new objects and classes may be identified. This may be introduced in detailed design phase.

The real-time Java programming language will be used to develop the proposed OO application framework for dynamic web engineering. “Spring Tool Suite” as Java IDE, Tomcat 6.2 as web application server and JDK 6.20 as Java compiler will be used in the development environment. We concentrate on using an OO language because it has the necessary features for developing an OO framework and most of the industrial products are written in OO style. Developing system will be used to demonstrate the feasibility of the design and usability of the functionalities. The design and development phase will be repeated until acceptance test scores are satisfied.

VI. EXPERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION

Once the framework is built, experiment and evaluation phase begins. The aim of this phase is to evaluate the effectiveness, reliability and acceptability of the proposed framework in the real-life environment. Experiments in software reuse include studies of indexing methods for reusable components and correlational studies of the relationship between reuse, quality and productivity. There are various methods of evaluating reusability of framework components. We proposed a method of quantifying reusability of software components by calculating various matrix values, normalizing them and adding together the resulting normalized values [17]. On the other hand, to evaluate software components which were programmed with non-disclosed source codes, only that interface elements of those components will be used. In addition, reusability will be evaluated based on the similarity between the rankings of each evaluated value. If multiple components are reused, the corresponding result from a web engineer subjectively evaluates the reusability [18].

Knowledge gained from the development process can be consolidated into a case study that describes the rationale, process and experiences [19]. The evaluation process will also be done through a case study and let web developer/engineers to develop some modules and observe the usability, performance on individuals. For evaluation, this study will focus on both professional and novice web engineers who will be asked to create a high-level design and develop for a web application module through the proposed OO framework.

VII. PRODUCTIVITY DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

The lower level holds mechanisms for the OO framework development strategy. In this study, we introduced a novel
instance is created, instances of components are created, and module abstracts its components. Therefore, when a module instance is destroyed, component instances are destroyed. Each module also has its own chain of control and could be invoked from outside of the module. To share the same visual object with the same behavior into other web modules, web engineers just need to specify the object ID into visual object property window. Invalid object ID call will lead to error during run-time execution.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The complexity problem of classes is resolved by hierarchical representation technique which divides the large and complex classes into smaller and multiple modules. However, this would lead to increasing number of classes as a result of the division of large classes. Therefore, visual object sharing technique was used to minimize this problem. By object sharing, a set of classes could have separation of instance object collaboration, which cannot be provided by a single class. Object sharing mechanism defines precisely how an object of a class interacts with other classes in a given context or shares the same behavior by changing relationship and property defined between them. Thus, our visual object sharing mechanism could provide a great flexibility and as one of the key techniques to reduce the software crisis.

Currently, the predicted level of reuse has not yet been reached. This study will be implemented and conduct a comprehensive evaluation on the proposed OO framework for developing dynamic web applications. Building on previous works, this study emphasized the reuse of design, code and testing as a tool to uncover strengths and weaknesses of the OO framework.

IX. CONCLUSION

An OO framework promises reusability, higher productivity and shorter time-to-market for developing OO-based applications. However, many projects show that these are not always easy to be met. This study addresses relevant problems, several key problems on why framework promises fail, describes framework concepts and discusses related works. Some areas such as service-based resource composition, low level activity identification and detailed design needed to be explored more. Future work should be aimed to check capability and navigation of modules combination on top of the proposed OO framework. During reusing, some object conflicts may occur and some calling invalid object ID may generate error during execution. Therefore, it is necessary to show web engineers what kind of conflicts/ errors occur. To overcome this problem, searching object ID may be applied.
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